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ABSTRACT. lu this paper, the results of meosureiiients of jiowcr factor of a large 
number of samples of mica of different qualities available in different parts of India are reported 
and their suitability as electrical insulants in electrical iudu.stry is discussed.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Mica occupies a unique position as an electrical insulant amongst the raw 
materials for the manufacture of electrical apparatus. Owing to many desirable 
physical and chemical properties which it possesses, its superiority over other 
solid dielectrics is but little doubted. In fact, mica, for its exceptional insulat­
ing properties, is considered an indispensable element for the growth of elec­
trical industry, especially when a flexible insulating medium to sustain very high 
electrical, mechanical and thermal stresses is necessary, although there are 
limitations to the size of pieces in which it is available.
This valuable electrical insulation is a crystalline mineral, which occurs in 
various forms and is very widely dispersed throughout the various terrestrial
strata- But it is relatively in few localities that the mica used in
electrical industry is obtained in sufficiently large dimensions and quanti­
ties to be of any commercial importance. Such localities lie in India, Canada, 
the United States, Guatemala, Argentina, Brazil, Madagascar, Tanganyika, South 
Africa, Russia, Northern Australia and Norway. But amongst these countries, 
India is the greatest producer of good quality sheet mica and at present provides 
more than 80 per cent of the world’s demand of this important and unique
iliineral. With the growing enterprise for the manufacture of electrical appara­
tus in India, it is realised that the electrical properties of mica available in the 
different localities of this vast country should be studied with a view to ascertaining 
their Suitability for different service requirements,
It is proposed to study in a series of investigations those electrical properties, 
viz., power factor, dielectric constant (or pennitivity), dielectric strength 
an,! resistivity, which are of importance to the electrical industry. It is also 
interesting to enquire how these properties are influenced by variations of tem* 
perature, humidity and frequency. Much work has, however, been done in the 
past by a large number of foreign workers in this direction. The results of the
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early investigators show wide variations from one another due to many experi­
mental difficulties. Bui the recent worhsof Dannatt and Ooodall (1030), of Lewis, 
Hall and Caldwal (1931), of Hartshorn and Riistoii (1939), and of Hackett and 
Thomas (1947), are very reliable and supply us with much useful infomiation 
regarding these properties of mica in general Little attempts have, however, 
been made to carry out a comparison of the properties of different kinds of mica 
produced in different parts of India, Sucli information is expected to be of great 
importance to the development of electrical industries in this country. In the 
present paper are reported the results of measurements of power factor of Indian 
mica of different kinds available through the (leological vSurvey of India.
T JI P: M 1 C A op  Iv I  Iv C T R T C A L I N I )  U vS T R Y
To the mineralogists, the following eight different varieties of mica are so 
far known. They arc—
(1) Muscovite or potassium mica,
(2) Paragonitc or sodium mica,
(3) Ziiiw^alditc or lithimn-iron mica,
(4) Lepidolite or litliium mica,
(5) Pblogopite or magnesium mica,
(6) Biotite or magnesium-iiou mica,
(7) Lepiclomelane or ferric-iron mica,
(S) Roscoclile or vanadium mica.
These different varieties are classified into two principal groups, namely, 
the granitic group and the pyroxenic group, according to the nature of their 
geological formation. The first four varieties belong to the graiiilic group 
while the last four, to the pyroxeuic group. The members of each group are 
different in chemical composition but tliey may, in general be regarded as ortho­
silicates of aluminium with alkali metals (potassium, sodium or lithium), 
magnesium, iron and fluorine present in varying amounts. They are characteris­
ed by perfect basal cleavage, yielding readily very thin, strong and flexible 
splittings. Amongst these varieties, only the muscovite and the phlogopite 
mica find applicationvS as electrical insulants and represent, therefore, the mica 
of electrical industry. They arc available in abundance and in suitable sizes 
for commercial purposes.
Of the woild’s known deposits of mica, muscovite occurs in a larger 
number of countries than i ilogopitc. In fact, commercially important deposits 
of muscovite mica are found in India, United States, Russia, Norway, Argentina, 
Brazil, Tanganyika and Ouatejnala„ while those of phlogopite mica only in 
Canada and Madagascar. There are, however, many other countries in which 
either of these two varieties or both are lound to occur but they do not hold out 
any commercial prosj)ect.
The approximate chemical fonmila of mu'seovite is given as KHoAL 
(Si04)a while that of phlogopite as KH(MgF)a.MgaAl(Si04)a» Besides being
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almost chemically inert, these two varieties of mica possess many useful 
mechanical properties, such as a high degree of flexibility, eiasticity, toughness, 
hardness and ability to withstand heat, for which they arc often preferred to 
other solid dielectrics for use in electrical industry. They have, however, 
important differences, \\hich greatly affect their suitability for particular con­
ditions of Service. In fact, phlogopiie is distinctly inferior to muscovite as 
regards rigidity, hardness, toughness and elasticity and does not also split so 
readily. But it is generally more flexible than muscovite and can withstand 
higher temperatures. The .surface of individual sidittings of mu.scovite is 
smooth whereas the splittings of phlogopite have a fine crinkled surface, which 
is useful for certain purposes. But muscovite mica, because of its superior 
electrical and many mechanical properties, is more in demand than phlogopite 
in electrical industry.
Almost all the mica dej)Osits in India belong to the muscovite variety 
with biotite in frequent association with it, the .solitary exception .so far known, 
being a small occurrence of phlogopite in the State of Tiavancore in Madras. 
'I'hc economic selection of the correct type of Indian mica for specific engineering 
purposes require.s. however, a knowledge of their occurrence and cla.ssification, 
besides an acquaintance with their electrical propertie.s.
O C C U R R E N C E  O F  M I C A  IN I N D I A
There are many localities in India where muscovite mica occurs in the 
granitic pegmatites associated with mica .schists. Bihar, Madras and Rajputana 
are at present the three important mica-producing centres. Amongst them, 
Bihar is the largest and produces about more than 75 per cent of the total 
production of mica in India. Madras comes next in importance while the 
mica deposits in Rajputana have only recently been commercially exploited. 
In addition to tlie.se three principal centres of mica dejiosits occurrences of 
mica have also bear recorded in other parts of India.
The important mica centres irr Bihar lie in the districts of Hazaribagh. 
C'.aya and Monghyr. Hazaribagh contains the best mica reserve irr India. 
Kcrdarma in this district is the large.sl centre of block mica while fliridih claims 
to be the largest centre for the finest class of mica splittings. Mica deposits 
in Manbhurn and Bhagalpur districts ha\ e been of late commercially exploited. 
There are also occurrences of mica in Singhbhurn, Palantau and Santa! 
Parganas.
It may be mentioned here that tire present Br.Ji^ t e k'-&-. 'field was included 
within the province of Bengal till 1Q12. Mica produ<^OTMll5rra fitell was there­
fore called and in fact is still known commercially as IWingal mica. At present 
Bengal proper does not produce any mica of conmiercral value, only a scanty 
occurrence of it having been recordeef* in the district of Bankura some years 
ago.
The chief mica deposits in Madras occur in the district of Nellore. There 
are a large 'number of mica mines in this area. Deposits in other districts.
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viz.,  Nilgirib, Coimbatore and Malabar, are not coimnercialiy very important. 
Mica occurh also in the tstates of Travaucore and Mysore. I'he most important 
centre of mica mining in Travancore is Kraniel. Travaucore mica is principally 
plilogopite. Mica-l)earing rocks in Mysore lie in the districts of Hassan, Mysore 
and Sringeri Jaligir. An occurrence of mica is also recorded in Coorg.
The third important mica deposit in India occurs in Rajpulana in Central 
India. The major part of this deposit fall.s within the British territory of 
Ajmere-Merwara. There are however many States in Rajputana, namely, 
Jaipur, Tonk, Kishengarh, Sirohi, Udaipur, Shahpura and Jodhpur, where 
deposits of good quality mica have been found and in some cases commercially 
exploited. In addition to Rajputana, there are a few other States in Central 
India, such as Tehri, (»walior, Jhabua, Rewah and Jashpur, where occurrences of 
mica have been also reported.
Mica deposits in the Central Provinces occur in the districts of Balaghat and 
Bilashpur, and also in Nandgaon and Bastar States. But they do not a])pear 
promising commercially. The Patiala State and the Kaugra district in the Punjab 
as well as Carhvval in the United Provinces contain also good depo.sits of mica. 
In the newly-formed province of Orissa, occurrences of mica have been found 
in the districts of Sambalpur and Ganjam and also in the States of Mayurbhanj, 
Bamra, Ganpur and Bouai.
It is next of importance to enquire into the classification of the mica 
produced in the aforesaid localities.
C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  O l'“ I N D I A N  M I C A
Indian mica may in general be designated after the name of the province or 
locality of its occurrence. It is however usual to classify the muscovite mica, 
which is India’s principal production, into two main types according to its 
colour, namely, ruby muscovite and green muscovite. Tjbe colour of ruby 
muscovite varies usually from light brownish-red in thin splittings to dark 
ruby-red in thick plates. Green muscovite varies from green to greenish-brown 
and sometimes to dark in very thick idates. Besides these two types, white 
and brown muscovite micas are also found in certain localities. Clear muscovite 
mica of any kind is, however, colourless in very thin splittings. The special feature 
of Bihar mica is its characteristic ruby colour. Green, brown and white micas 
are also occasionally found in Bihar. Madras mica is characteristically of the 
green muscovite type with only one exception, namely, that of Kalicliedu mine, 
where pale ruby type is found. Rajputana mica belongs to both ruby and green 
types.
According to quality, each type of muscovite mica njay be further sub­
divided into various kinds, such as clear, stained, spotted, slightly stained, 
heavily stained, slightly spotted, heavily spotted, stained and spotted, etc., 
depending upon the presence of impurities and inclusion in it. This method 
of classification is also adopted in trade.
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In the present investigation different samples of mica of different kinds, 
which could be secured from different localities, have been tested for their 
power factor, whose knowledge is of fundamental importance for their use in 
electrical industry.
P O WE R  F A C T O R
It is well known that a perfect dielectric has only one electrical property, 
namely, that of specific inductive capacity or perniitivity. When a sinusoidal 
voltage is impressed, the current that flows through it, leads the voltage in 
phase by jr/a radians. But in none of the .solid dielectrics this ideal phase 
relationship between their current and voltage is satisfied. In fact, the phase 
difference lietween them is found to be slightly less than ff/ c. This defect from 
the ideal iihasc relationship is known as the “  loss angle ”  of a dielectric while 
the sine of this angle gives a measure of its power factor. Thus if the loss 
angle of the dielectric is denoted by 8, its power factor is given by sin 8, 
When 8 is very small, sin 8 may also be replaced by tan 8. A knowledge of 
the power factor gives at once an idea of the power loss in the dielectric. 
The larger the value of power factor, the greater is the magnitude of the 
dielectric loss. Hence the importance of power factor measurements of 
dielectrics for ascertaining their usefulness in electrical industry is evident.
The ]iower factor or the dielectric loss of mica, available in different parts 
of the world, has been the .subject of a very large number of investigations. 
As early as i g i2 vSymons Walker (1012) made an attempt to estimate its value for
different kinds of mica. Since then the experimental technique and methods of
its measurement have been much improved and very reliable data of its value are 
available. Amongst the several investigators, Dye and Hart.shorn (1924) estimated 
the power factor of the muscovite variety of Indian mica known as Bengal 
ruby, Madras green and Madras browm micas of different qualities, namely, 
clear, stained and si.otted. But they used a method which does not admit of 
great accuracy. U.sing a Schering bridge. Dannatt and Ooodall (igso) obtained 
very accurate data of power factor of ruby and green varieties of clear muscovite 
mica as well as of amber mica and studied the effects of temperature, stress and 
frequency on their power factor over a range covering the working conditions 
met with in electrical engineering practice. ITnfortunately, the.se authors do not 
explicitly mention the geographical origin of the samples of mica tested by 
them. But it is very probable that some of them were taken from India. 
Lewis, Hall and Caldwell (1931) carried out power factor test on a large number of 
samples of micas, fairly representative of the major sources of the world's supply 
of mica. A few samples of clear and stained muscovite micas from India were 
also included in their list. The method used by these authors for evaluating
the value of power factor was similar in principle to that employed by D>e and
Hartsliorn. Very recently Hartshorn and Rushton (1939). l*ave inve.stigated the 
power Tosses in mica subjected to the action of an alternating voltage at
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fretjueijcics 50 to /|,ooo cycles per second. The varialions of the losses with 
moisture content, temperaf lut, frequency, voltage and thickness have been also 
studied in delaii in the case of typical samples of clear ruby mica.
From above it is evident that an extensive study of the power factor of 
mica available in different localities in India, which is the world's largest source 
of mica supply, is still wanting. To obtain the data of power factor within 
reasonable accuracy, a proper choice of the method of nieasiiremeul is essential 
in addition to the careful preparation of the test condenser.
M K r  IT O I) O F M rC A S IT R K M H N T
A coudeiiscr is formed with the dielectric under lest as the medium between 
its electrodes and its power factor is then evaluated. Several methods have been 
devised for the purpose, h^arlier workci's used wattmeter methods which 
suffered fiom errors inherent in such deflectioiial methods. They weie not 
suitable for nieasuremcnts at high voltages and the range of frequencies at which 
such instruments could be used was also very limited. Later on, several invests 
gators calculated the value of power factor from mjasureineiils of the capacitance 
and the equivalent sluiut or scries resistance of the test condenser at a known 
frequency by using several Inidge methods. Although the capacitance could be 
measured with considerable precision, there was great uncertainty in determining 
the equivalent shunt or series resistance l)ecause of the errois due to residuals 
in a Inidge network. To avoid these errors, a rcsoiiaiice-capacitance method 
has also been used Ijy a number ol workers. Very recently, Ilaiisliorp and 
Ward (1936) have devised a novel and ingenious method for the measurement of 
power factor of insulating inatcnais over a wuile range of radio-frequencies. This 
method employs caT>acitance-variation in a tuned circuit with a thermionic 
voltmeter as a detector of resonance. A cylindrical condenser of very small 
range of capacity whose variation follows a simple linear law is used to secure 
sharpness of resonance. Pow-er factor of the lest condenser and hence of the 
insulating material is obtained as a ratio of two capacitance readings. Thus 
frequency is not involved in the calculation of power factor. It is this property 
which enables the method to be employed over a wide range of frequencies. The 
errors due to residual inductance and resistance even at the highest frequency 
are eluninated by a careful design of the apparatus and by following a careful 
procedure in making the measurements.
A simple but a very accurate bridge method of measuring power factor 
when a precision condenser of negligible or known dielectric loss is available is 
that devised by Schering in igao. Since then it has been considerably modified 
by several investigators to use it over wide ranges of voltage and frequency but 
is still known as the Schering bridge. In fact, it is used widely at present for 
accurate measurements of power factor. Like all biidge methods, it consists 
essentially of a Wheatstone network. The source of e.m f. is an altcrnaling 
one either at power or any desired higher frequency. The nature of detector 
employed dei>ends upon the frequency at which measurement is to be made,
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Usually, a vibration galvanometer is used directly at power frequency while a 
headphone at higher frequencies up to about looo cycles per second. Cathode- 
ray and heterodyne null detectors arc employed at still higher frequencies and 
are more sensitive null detectors than others. The electrostatic screening and 
the Wagner-earthing are the two notable features of the vSehering bridge. The 
former shields the bridge from the influence of external electrostatic fields while 
the latter eliminates the errors due to electrostatic coupling between various 
arms of the bridge and due to earth capacities of the various parts of the 
apparatus*
Many commercial forms of the modified vScheriiig laidge are at present
available. One such commercial bridge manu­
factured by Messrs. British Physical labora­
tories, Ltd., Uondon, whicli claims a high degree 
of precision for capacitance and power factor 
measurements, l)as been used in the present 
investigatioiK
The general arrangement of the bridge is 
shown in Fig. r. The ratio arm across which 
lire power factor condensu is connected has a 
value of 30,000 ohms. The other ratio arm 
consists of four independent resistance units 
of values 50,000, 3,000, 300 and 30 ohms.
These resistances have suitable mica con- 
densers m parallel in order to give a constant value of RC so that the accuracy 
of power factor \neasureinent may be obtained ovei the entire range. All the 
resistances are completely non-inductive and have an accniacy of o.oi The 
dial connecting the two ratio arms indicates multiplying factors of values i, in, 
mo and A high-precision variable air condenser which is employed as
a standard of capacity forms one of the two remaining bridge arms. This 
condenser is designed to give a constant powci factoi with capacity and hence 
it has a constant lo.ss with frequency. Its dial consists of a worm drive having 
no back-lasli and its scale is direct reading in micro-microFarads from o to 1140. 
Using the multiplying factors, capacities up to I.T4 F  can be measured in four 
ranges. The capacity dial is accurate within ± o ,i 0/ The i>ower factor
standard consists of a variable condenser having a logarithniic change of capacity 
with the angle of rotation. Its dial is also direct reading in % from otoo.o6 
with an accuracy of io .0 5% - The logarithmic characteristic of the scale enables 
to obtain good reading near the zero point. The bridge can be used on 50 to 
10,000 cycles frequency range. The calibration of the power factor dials 
corresponds to one kilo-cycle.
Supply to the bridge is taken through a transformer from a beat frequency 
osclllatoj fed from an A .C . supply of 220 V . at 50 cycles and capable of giving 
a frequency range of 25 to to,000 cycles per second within an accuracy of ± 1 % .
3—145.SP—n
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The balance indicator is a General Radio cathode-ray null detector of the 
visual type which can be used with bridges operating at any frequency between 
25 cycles and 20 kilo-cycles. It employs a tuned degenerative amplifier which 
is entirely free from any electromagnetic or electroslatic pickup and does not 
itself radiate any appreciable electromagnetic field. One of its advantages is 
its abilily to indicate, separately, the effect of adjusting the resistive or reactive 
controls of the bridge. It indicates also wdietlier one of these controls, selected 
as desired, is off-I)aIancc in a positive or a negative direction. The bridge output 
is a]>plied to the vertical deflecting plates of the cathode-ray tube through the 
amplifier while the bridge generator voltage is aijplied to its horizontal plates 
through an adjustable phase-shifting network. An elliptical pattern is produced 
on the .screen when the bridge is out of balance. Ihit on balancing, this is 
reduced to a horizontal straight line. The observable sensitivity of the detector 
is about 2(>o-30(j microvolts at 1000 cycles.
As indicated by dotted lines in Fig. i ,  sufficient care has been taken to 
shield eoiTipIetcly each arm of the bridge including the condensers, resistances, 
connecting leads, etc. The two windings of the transformer are electrostatically 
shielded from one another wdiile the transformer itself is contained in a cast-iron 
box wliich gives complete magnetic shielding against external fields.
r  R K P A R A T T O N O F T K S T C O N D E N S E R
It has been mentioned in the previous section that for ascertaining the power 
factor of a dielectric, a test condenser is prepared by inserting Ihe sami)le between 
two electrodes. But the value of power factor is liable to be greatly affeclcd by 
the nature of such electrodes because of the contact rcsi.staiice and capacitance 
of measurable amounts that exist in many cases. A proper choice of electrodes 
which would make intimate contact with the test sample is, therefore, very 
essential.
A considerable amouiit of information regarding llie properties of electrode 
contacts and their effects on the measurements of dielectric properties are now 
available. v^ uch information obtained previous to 102-;] was summarised by 
Ilartshcnn in 1026. Chiircher (1929) and his co-workers on behalf of the Electrical 
Research Association undertook a detailed investigation into contact effects 
i)ctwecn electrodes and dielectrics and recommended electrodes of mercury or of 
graphite (in the form of Aquadag) backed with metal plates for obtaining best 
results. It was also found that in certain cases graphite backed with mercury 
gave better contact than that obtained with mercury alone. Later on, Hartshorn 
and Ward at the National Physical Laboratory as weW as Sharpe and 0 *Kane 
at the Applied Electricity Labora?tory of Liverpool llniversity found independently 
that although the results obtained in the above investigation were satisfactory 
for measurements at power frequencies, errors in measurements at higher fre­
quencies could not be explained on the basis of the then knowledge of electrode 
contact. This led them to undertake a further investigation into the subject 
and they published tbeir results (Hartshorn, Ward, Sharpe and O’Kane, 1934)
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jointly in 1934. Ih e y  are of opinion that for general purj>oses inetcury electrodes 
are the most satisfactory for measurements of permitivity and power factor of 
ixisulating materials in sheet fornix although a film of graphite between mercury 
and test samide may improve the contact as previously noted by Churcher and 
his co-workers. They have further found that thin tin-foil applied with a trace 
of vaseline as an adhesive is a good substitute for mercury. Graphite electrodes 
backed with metal plates are easy to apply but should l)e employed with sufficient 
care at audio frequencies and not at all at radio frequencies.
For measurements of ijermitivity and power factor of mica, several of the 
early investigators prepared the test condensei by simply pressing two sheets 
of tin foil into contact with the sample, one on either side of it, without the use 
of any adhesive. There was, therefore, much uncertainty in securing intimate 
contact between the .sample and the electrodes. Others used electrodes of 
mercury. Unless special precautions are taken, air bubbles are apt to form on 
the surface of the sample and so vitiate results. It may be mentioned here 
that the usual method of floating the test specimen 011 merctiry with an upper 
mercury electrode is impracticable in the case of mica because of the thinness 
and flexibility of the samples. Another method consisted in inserting the sample 
into the gap of a parallel-plate air condenser of known dimensions. This is also 
not free from many serious objections. Dye and Hartshorn (1924) used both the 
air gap and the mercury electrode methods, in the latter case, the mercury 
electrodes were contained in ebonite dams and found to be very satisfactory. 
Daniiattand (ioodall (1930) employed electrodes of mcrcuiy as well as of graphite 
in the form of Aquadag. They found that much of the trouble due to un­
certainty of contact between the sample and Ihe electrodes was due to a film of 
contamination present on the surface of mica stiecimen. Considerable improve­
ment was effected by washing the surfaces witli methylated ether just before the 
application of electrodes. In the case of graphite electrodes this method of 
treatment gave very satisfactory results. But for mercury electrodes, more 
elaborate precautions were necessary in order to obtain consistent results. 
Perfectly clean mercury had to be used and a somewhat tedious routine of washing 
surfaces, first with methylated spirit and then with methylated ether and finally 
drying them at 30 -^40*^0 , was evolved. In the opinion of these authors, careful 
use of graphite electrodes gives accurate and consistent results. T^wis and his 
co-workers. (Lewis Hall and Caldwell, 1931) used tin foils as electrodes and 
linseed oil as an adhesive.
In preparing the test condenser in the present investigation due considera­
tions were given to the fact that, since a large, number of samples had to be 
tested, the electrodes should be so chosen that they would admit of easy mani­
pulation without sacrificing accuracy. From this point of view it was decided 
to use thin tin foils as electrodes wu’th a trace of linseed oil as an adhesive. 
Extreme care was taken to prepare a test-piece before applying the electrodes 
tp it. From each block of a given sample of mica under test, several thin pieces 
approximately 2 cm. by 1 cm., were cut or split. They were then carefully
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examined and any loose layej', if present, vvasteiiioved from thcni, , The average 
thickness of eacdi piece was measured with the help of a dial gauge. To minimise 
the elfect of contact resistance, pieces of thickness less than 2 mils were rejected. 
Before fixing I lie electrodes the surfaces of each piece were first carefully cleaned 
vvdth methylated sin'rit and limseed oil spread over them* With a clean and dry 
cloth, tlie oil was wiped out from each face. The slight trace of oil that still 
remained over the faces helped the thin tin foils to adhere to them. Thus the 
jjresence of any air j>ocket hctw'cen the surfaces of the test piece and the electrodes 
was avoided. A somswdiat similar process was adoi)(cd by Lewis, Hall and 
Caldwell, v\ho found that the effect of introducing two films of oi! of unknowm 
thickness into the test condenser is not very appreciable on the values of 
power factor.
p: X P Iv R J M H N T A h  P R O C l i  D R I I
The method of substitution was employed for measurements winch were 
made at the room Icnipcratnre varyijig from about 3o"C to on different days 
during the period of investigation. A standard ah condenser was connected to 
tlie unknowui or fourth arm of the bridge. The ratio of the resistances in the 
ratio arms was kept fixed at a definite value throughout the operations. Balance 
was obtained once w ith the bridge standaid condenser alone in the third arm 
and then with the test coiKlemser connected across it. It is well kiiow’ii that 
under the above conditions of balance, we liave,
firstly, C/Cr -  J<2/l^i (1)
and -- (2)
and secondly, C/C's -p Ct -  Ra/R j , ... (3)'
and (1)
where C and (p — ca])acity and ])Ow^ er factor of the standard uir condenser 
respectively ;
and eVv -- capacity of the bridge standard condenser before and after 
substitution, respectively ;
Cl = capacity of the lest condenser ;
(j>^ -  constant powder factor of the bridge standard condenser ;
(/^i -  powder factor of the test condenser ;
“  01 and “  difference of pow er factor of tlie balancing arms of the
bridge, before and after substitution, respectively ; 
and R2 / R i =  ratio of resistances in the ratio arms of the bridge.
From ecpiations (1) and (3) and from (2) and (4), w^ e have
c . =  c . -  a  ... (5)
and h  -  0s “  02 ”  0'si (6)
But assuming 0s to be xiegligible in comparison to 0j, we get
01 =  02 ^ 0’2* *•’ (7)
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It is evident from equations (5) and (7) that the capacity and power factor of 
the test condenser can be obtained directly from the difference of ca[)acily and 
power factor dial readings of the bridge before and after substitution» . -
In actua  ^practice, the ratio of the resistances in the ratio arms of the bridge 
was kept fixed at unity and the standard air condenser was given a siiitable value 
which was kept unaltered during the two operations. Ilcncc C and were 
maintained also constant. Balance under each condition was obtained; by: 
adjusting the bridge standard condenser as well as the power factor standard 
condenser at the maximum input of the bridge and at the maximum gain of the 
detector. After each balance, [the Capacity and I'owei factor dial readings 
were noted.
From each sample of mica, several test condensers were prepared as described ’ 
already and, the values of their factor an ere measured on different days. The 
[)Ower factor of each test condenser was found to be substantially conslapl., 
The slight variations, wherever noticed, may be attributed to variations in the 
room temperature and atmospheric humidity. Incidentally, it may be mentioned 
here that the cfl'ect of Immidily on power factor while cojisidered to be too 
small by Uamialt and (hoodall (1030) was thought to be of appteciable magnitude 
by Hartshorn and Rust on (1930). In the present measurements, we have not, 
however, made any careful study to ascertain any correlation betw^ ecii povN^ er factor 
and humidity but hope to undertake this investigation in future.
A few test readings were also taken with the bridge in order to check the'' 
experimental accuracy of the measuring system. We know that if ^  is the 
small effective series resistance in the condenser,, the power factoi is given, by 
7i«>r. Using a standard condenser and non-inductive resivSlances of known, 
values, the change in pOANcr factor could thus l>e calculated very readily. This 
change was also ascertained from the clilTercnce of tlic power factor dial readings 
of the bridge. , The deviation in each case was found to be w'itliin ±4.5% . 
'khis order of accuracy may be considered fairly tolerable in the present .series 
of measurements which aim mainly at a comparative study of i^ owTr factor of 
the different kinds of mica available in the different parts of this country. It 
may be mentioned further that the series resistances used with the standard 
condenser were assumed to be truly non-inductive. Presence of any inductance 
w'ould, however, increa.se the effective capacity. But this effect, if present at 
all, can legitimately be overlooked at the frequency of one kilo^'ycle per second. 
This is borne out by the observed data which are in all cases less than their 
calculated values. The presence of any series inductance effect would have 
influenced the observed values in the opposite sense. The effect due to the 
presence of vSelf-capacity of non-inductive resistances is also negligible at the 
above frequency.
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'Fables I-IX^conlain the data of power factor of mica obtained from different 
parts of India. In Column i is given llic designation adopted by the Geological 
Suivey of India for each kind and quality of mica as well as the name of the
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T able 1  
Hihar Mica 
Bengal Ruby Mica
Designation 
ami colour Quality
Average 
thickness 
(in mils)
Number of 
samples 
tested
1 Power fi
! vSpread
o//o
ictor
Average
% '
Ruby Red Clear 4 6 o.ooys—0.0106 0.0102
6 6 u. 0098—0.0 no 0.0104
8 6 0.0094--0.0II2 o.oio6
C^-Red Stained 4 6 0.0103—0.0238 0.0152
6 6 o.oioi—0.0259 0-0186
8 S 0.0109—0.0257 0.0176
n -R ed Stained 5 6 0.0192—0.0300 0.026a
7 9 0.0182—0.0319 0.0251
9 7 0.0228—0.0267 0,0249
A^Red Stained and 4 7 0.0116—0.0192 0.0T43
slightly spot­ 6 8 0 or05—0.0205 0.015a
ted. 8 10 0.0107—0.0210 0.0146
F~R ed Stained and 4 7 0.OJ07—0.0203 J.CJ142
slightly spot­ 6 8 0.0140—0.0185 0.0162
ted. 8 7 0.0102-—0,0232 0.0128
T abi,e II  
Madras Mica
De.signaiion 
and colour Quality
Average 
thickness 
(ill mils)
Number of 
samples 
tested
Pow cr fa
Spread
%
ictor
Avejrage
%
Madras Green Clear 4 6 0.0102—U.0122 0.0114
6 6 0.0104—0.0124 0,01 16
8 6 0.0102—0.0126 0.0II8
C—Green Stained 5 6 0.0160—0.0313 0.0229
7 6 0.0151—0.0316 c^ -0235
9 7 0.0174--0.030O 0,0258
D—Green Stained 5 8 0.0255--0.0384 0.0320
7 8 0.0250—0.0400 0.0308
9 6 0.0278—0.0341 0.0309
A—Oiecn Stained and 6 7 0.0232—0.0394 0.0288
slightly spot­ 9 8 0.0203—0.0404 0.0274
ted 12 10 0.0189—0.0382 0.6307
F—Green Stained and 4 8 0.0112—0,0174 0.0137
slightly spot­ 6 7 0.0120—0.0171 0.0146
ted. 8 7 0.0112—0.0177 0.0158
M 177—Green ^Fala* Stained and 3 5 U.U297—o-t>357 0.0318 .
niani Mines, Neb spotted. 5 6 0.0282—0.0362 0,0320
lore). ♦  7 6 0.0265—0.0366 0.0319
M 242- Green (Kaii- Slightly stained 3 0 0-0141—0.0272 0.0202
dali Mine, Nellore). with black 5 6 0.0152—0.0263 0.0200
jnetallio spots. 7 6 0.0134—^0265 0.0194
M a36““Green (Kali- Stained and 4 6 0.0174—0.0188 0.0183
chedu Milling Co., slightly spot­ 6 3 0.013s—0,0218 0.0191
Nelloreb ted. 8 6 0.0132—0.0234 0.0182
T abu? I l l
Rajpvilana Mica
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Designation and 
colour Quality
1
Average 1 Number of Power factor
thickness | 
tin mils)
samples
tested Spread
/O
Average
0//o
U.373— (Jaitft- 
ram district, Jai-
Slightly stain­
ed.
3
S
5
6
0.0143—0.0170 
0.0147—^ 0.0171
0,0170
0.0165
pur). 7 5 0.0153 0.0173 0.0167
6552-^Grceti (Jai- Stained with 4 5 0.0T92—0.0219 0.0205
piir). black metallic 6 7 0.0175-—0.0233 0.0208
spots. 8 7 0,0159—0.0377 0.0227
N756-’Green (Tehri, vSHghtly stained 4 5 0.0183—0.0192 0.0186
Central India), with black me* 6 6 0.0181—0.0191 0.018s
tallic vSpot.s. 8 6 0.0178—o.oigS 0.0187
K162^-Green (Daii- Stained with 4 5 0.0189—0.0285 0.0220
latapura, Kishcii* black metallic 6 5 0.0 igo—0.0281 0.0225
gaihi. spots. H 6 0.0177^^^0.0328 0.0234
Iv333—Ked (TTdai- Stained 3 7 0.0151—0.0199 0,0174
piir). 5 5 0.0153—0.0198 0.017a
7 5 0.0158—U.0186 0.0171
N75S—Red (Dud- vStained and 3 5 0.0143—0.0247 0.0188
piira near Heawar). slightly spott- 5 5 0.0140—0.0280 0.0194
ed. 7 5 0.0151—0.0244 0.0193
N759“ Red UShah- Stained with 4 7 0.0172—0,0240 o.oaoS
pura>. metallic spots. 6 1 ^ 0.0166 *0.0226 0.02058
1 ^ 0.0163 "0.0245 0.0206
T ablk IV
Travancore Mica
Designation 
and colour
Average 
thickness 
(in mils)
Number of 
.samples 
tested
Power factor
Quality Spread
0/A»
Average
%
M 624 -R ed vStained and 3 S O .0 2 7 S — 0 .0 3 7 9 0.0329
spotted. 5 5' 0 .0 2 8 3 — 0 .0 3 8 6 0.0342
8 6 O.0202— 0 .0 3 8 7 0.0318
D 999—Red Heavily stained 3 5 0.0558—0.0886 0.0731
(Tippermalai and spotted. S 7 0.0428 — 0.0884 0.0750
Mine.s). 7 7 0.0422 — 0.1010 0.0772
R 41—Red Stained and 3 5 0.0413—0.0833 0 .0 7 3 1
heavily spotted. 4 6 ■ 0.0420—0.0962 0 .0 7 3 5
6 6 0.0366—0.0956 D.O728
M 25—J^ed Heavily stained 4 7 0.0496—0 1150 Q.O8OO
(Pblogopite). 6 7 c.0494—0.1142 0.0813
- 8 8 0.0522—0.1082 0.0829
'rABI,H V 
Mysore Mica
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Power factor
Designation 
an<l colour fjualily 1 thickness (in mils)
samples 
’ tested Spreadu/ Average%
M 6 ?,o --<ot en
1
Clear
1
h * 1 0.0103—0,0164' , 0,0114
/I 1 o.oio:;—0.0177 0,0119 ,^
.S 11
0.01 (}S—0.0181 0,0118
'l'Am.K VI 
Orissa Mica
Di‘sigiuitif)n 
and ('olf)iu
i Avirage Number of j Power factor
fjuality 1 l.hi(‘kiiess 
(in mils)
samidcs 1 
U‘stf.*d 1 Spicail‘ fit
! Average
1 0/, /o ,
M vSg4—Red Stained 3 3 0,01.12 ’ 0.02.'!5 O.OT97
(Sanilialpur) 11 3 0 0.0136’ O.Q261 0.02051
i ^
6 (•0132 0.026/] 0.0207
T aiii.e V II
u .  r . Mica
Dc.signati'jii 
aiul colour
Average Number i-f Pou'<T factor
Ouality
i
thickness 
(in mils)
sampU s 
tested Spread0/ 1 A verage0/
1 /o ! /o
T S'^ i —'ib'ccn Clear 3 5
1
0.0307—0.0337 0.042^'
(Carln^all, 5 .S 0,0387—0,0566 0.0473
7 n 0245—0,0761 0.0429:
T attle; V III  
Punjab Mica
Designation 
and colour
Quality
A*veragc 
thickness 
till mils)
I Number of 
1 samples 
I tested
Power factor
vSpread
%' ..
Average
%
1 106 -Red 1 vStai'iii'd mid | 4 : 8 0,0204—0.0386 0.9094..
(North of j slightly Spotted. ; h 8 6.0226-  ^:.o.c»365 0.2024^
Pafiida) 1 , _   ^ , ,, 1 <S ' 10,' 0,0162—6.05 5 3 j 0.029J
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T able IX
Summary of Results
Source
nlJinr
Madras
Itjijputaiia
Travancoic
Mysore
Orissa
r.r.
Puiijn!)
Designation and 
colour
Hen gal Ruh^  
C^Rt‘d 
I)-Red  
A-Red 
r-^Red
l\Iu SCO vile Green. 
C- (Ti eet)
I)  ^(o len 
A—(rreen 
P'—Green 
]\1177-^ 1; reel! 
M 243—Green
M2;^ 6—Green
0273- Greel!
N 756—Green
6552—Grei'n
K t62 — ( iTCa II
1 3^33 '* I^ed 
N758 Red 
N75P Rul
M624—Red 
R41—Red 
Ivg9 9 —Red 
M2 5—Red
M620' Gr(‘en 
:\I.s(j4~-.Red 
1581—Gretn 
i3i3<S Red
j^over factor
Kind or quality
Clear
vStained
Stained
Stained it slightly spotted 
Stained Si slightly spoUetl
Clear 
vStained 
vStained
Stained cS; slightly spotted 
vStained slightly spotted 
Stained and spotted 
Slightly staiiK'd with black 
nietallie spots. 
vStained & slightly spotted
Slightly stained 
vSlightly stiaincd with black 
metallic^  spots. 
vStained with black imtallic 
s]iots
vStained witb bka k nietallie 
spots 
vStained
vStained and sligbtly sjiotted 
vStained with nicdalHi' spots
vStained and spotted 
Stained and h(avily spotted 
Heavily stained an<l K])otted 
Phlogopite, heavily stained
Clear
vStained
Clear
r  "“■ 
Average Spread
I /LI %
j 0.0104 0.0092—0.0112
1 o.oioi- 0.0259
1 0.0252 0.0182— 0.0319
I 0 0147 0.0105 ‘ 0.0210
1 0.014411
0.0102—0.0232
1 0 0116 0.0102--^ 0.0126
! 0.0241 U.OJ5I- 0.0316
:  ^0313 0,025()—'O.U40O
1 0 .0 2 0 4 0.0189 - 0.0460
1 O.OT44 0.0112—U.OI77
1 0 03 rg U.O265— 0.03(36
0.0108 0.0134—0.0272
0.0187 0.0132-0.0234
0.0165 0 0143—0,0173
0.0186 0.0178—o.oigS
o.02J6 0.0150—0.0377
0.0227 0.0177—0,0328
0.0172 0.0151—0.0190
f).0lcj2 0.0140—0 0280
O.020h 0.0163-.0.0245
0.0329 6.02o2>» 0.0387
0.073.1 0.03(36—0,0^2
0.0752 1 0,0422—0 1010
0 0815 I 0.0494—0.115(1
u.CflivS 1 0.0102—o.oi8i
1 0.0203 I 0 0132—0.0264
1 0 0440 ; 0.02-15-0.0761
0.0293 1 0162--0.0533 
i
particular locality or niiue of its occurrence contained within parentheses. It 
ha.s not been possible to supply the latter information in every case. Column 2 
gdves the quality of each kind of mica tested. To cairy out the test, the samples 
were first grouped into lots according to their thickness. The average thickness 
of the samples of a particular lot and the number of samples included in it, 
as well as the data of power factors spread and of average power factors of each 
such lot are given in columns q, 5 and 6 respectively. The power factor 
data have been expressed in percentage.
Finally, in Table IX  arc collected together for comparison the data of power 
factor obtained from measurements on the different samples, irrespective of their 
thickness, for each kind or quality of mica tested during the present investiga­
tion. It may be noted that excepting one quality of phlogophile mica obtained 
from Trayancore, the others belong to the muscovite variety.
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From "J'able IX , il ib easily seen that the average power factor of clear 
muscovite luica* excepting that ol)tained from the United Provinces, is very small 
although the green variety of f^olh Madras and IVIysure 1ms a slightly higher 
value than the ruljy variety of Bihar, Iviiown popularly as the Bengal ruby mica. 
The clear i5rSi-green mica available at (larhwal in Ihe thiited Provinces 
shows, however, a comparatively larger value of power factor, which is even 
greater than that of the stained and si)otleel mica samples of other provinces 
included in the ])rescnt investigation. It may be noted here that the value of 
jjower factor of clear muscovite mica of the different grades or varieties seems 
to be of the rigid order of magnitude at the frequency of our measurements. 
Amongst the jjrevious investigators, Uuwis, Hall and Caldwell ( lo ji)  found the 
sjnead of power factor for clear Indian niby mica to lie between u.ui to o,u2%. 
Kurlherniore, Damiatt and (loodall (i03‘ >) have observed that although the power 
factor of the grcuu variety is about Ihrcc limes as large as that of the ruby at 
the power frequency of Oo cycles ])er second, they have nevertheless nearly the 
same value at a frequency »)f 8oo cycles per second. 'I'h is la tier observation is 
well supported by the fu'cseiil data.
It is difTicult to conqiarc the power factor values of the .stained and spotted 
micas with those reported by otber investigators since the ]K)wer factor is known to 
be very much influenced by the annumt f)f .stain or spot present m the samples 
under test. It is also not known wlietlier these investigators u.sed micas of the 
.same localities as used in the present measurements. Very likely, they did  ^ not. 
It is, however, found from present data that the ])owcr factor of muscovite mica, 
either stained, spotted, or h)olh, is higher than that of clear mica as has been 
observed by several othci' investigators. Th.e sample of phlogopitc mica has a 
still higher value of power factt)r.
The uses to which virgin mica is j)ut arc ^^ 'ell known. It is used to 
insulate small commutator segments, conden.sers, heating elements and niiscella” 
iieous punchetl parts and waslieis. 'Phe grade of mica suitable for condenser 
insulation varies according to the service for which tlic condenser is designed. 
For D.C. and general testing and standardising ])urposes, mica of particularly 
high insulation is preferred. For every high-voltage condensers, mica of the 
highest electric strength must be used, while, for high-frequency condensers, 
low-loss mica is to be selected.
Dannalt and noodall (1030) have found that clear ruby mica possesses 
outstanding superiority over the green variety inasiiiuch as it has not only a small 
[)Ower factor but also small variation of power factor and capacitance with tem­
perature as well as small change of power factor and permitivity with frequency. 
These properties mark it as an almost ideal material for the insulation of preci­
sion conden.sers and allied apparatus. The clear green mica has also exceptional­
ly good insulating properties. In fact it is as good as ruby mica for high- 
cjuality commercial insulating material. The only point against its use in
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precision corulciiser is that its powei factor varies, as has been noted already, 
with frecjuciicy and probably attains a steady x alne f)nly al very high frequencies.
T^ lie stained and spotted micas which have been put to test in the present 
nieasurenients show that the power Inss in them is not very large and, in fact, 
it is fairly tolerable*, ihey are, therefore, n<>t uiisiiited f(uuse in t'(>inniercial 
condensers of the Dubiliar tyi)es lor radio ])ur[K)ses wliere gj*eat precision is not 
warranted. A few condensers were actually constructed ^vith some of these 
mica samples and put to service where they were found satisfactory tliroiighout 
the year under varying coiidilioiis of temperature and atmospheric Inmiidity. 
It is hoped that m(ne definite coiielusioiis, regarding vhc uses to which the stained 
and spotted micas available in many parts of India could be put, may be drawn 
after our study of their diflei ent electrical and physical piatpeilies is comt)lclc.
In conclusion, the authors gratefully acknowledgL llu'ir indebtedness to 
Dr. C. S- lofx, Director, ricological vSurvey ol India, lor supplying practically 
all the mica-sanij)]cs which have Ik-cii put to lest in the i)iesent investigation 
and also for his kind interesl and suggestiems. They also wish to acknovvlLdge 
theii thanks to ITof. Ik N. (Ihosli, Head of tliu Department of Aj)])lied Physics, 
Calcutta University, for allowing lliLiii all facilities to carry out the investigation 
and for his heli>fnl discussions and to Mr. P. Chakravaili for his kind 
encouragement.
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